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ABSTRACT
Objective To assess the role of jejunum in insulin 
resistance in humans and in experimental animals.
Design Twenty- four subjects undergoing biliopancreatic 
diversion (BPD) or Roux- en- Y gastric bypass (RYGB) were 
enrolled. Insulin sensitivity was measured at baseline and 
at 1 week after surgery using oral glucose minimal model.
We excluded the jejunum from intestinal continuity in 
pigs and created a jejunal loop with its vascular and 
nerve supply intact accessible from two cutaneous 
stomas, and reconnected the bowel with an end- to- end 
anastomosis. Glucose stable isotopes were given in the 
stomach or in the jejunal loop.
In vitro studies using primary porcine and human 
hepatocytes or myoblasts tested the effects of plasma on 
gluconeogenesis or glucose uptake and insulin signalling.
Results Whole- body insulin sensitivity (SI∙104: 
0.54±0.12 before vs 0.82±0.11 after BPD, p=0.024 and 
0.41±0.09 before vs 0.65±0.09/pM/min after RYGB, 
p=not significant) and Glucose Disposition Index 
increased only after BPD. In pigs, insulin sensitivity was 
significantly lower when glucose was administered in 
the jejunal loop than in the stomach (glucose rate of 
disappearance (Rd) area under the curve (AUC)/insulin 
AUC∙10: 1.82±0.31 vs 2.96±0.33 mmol/pM/min, 
p=0.0017).
Metabolomics showed a similar pattern before surgery 
and during jejunal- loop stimulation, pointing to a higher 
expression of gluconeogenetic substrates, a metabolic 
signature of impaired insulin sensitivity.
A greater hepatocyte phosphoenolpyruvate- 
carboxykinase and glucose-6- phosphatase gene 
expression was elicited with plasma from porcine jejunal 
loop or before surgery compared with plasma from 
jejunectomy in pigs or jejunal bypass in humans.
Stimulation of myoblasts with plasma from porcine 
jejunal loop or before surgery reduced glucose uptake, 
Ser473- Akt phosphorylation and GLUT4 expression 
compared with plasma obtained during gastric glucose 
administration after jejunectomy in pigs or after jejunal 
bypass in humans.
Conclusion Proximal gut plays a crucial role in 
controlling insulin sensitivity through a distinctive 
metabolic signature involving hepatic gluconeogenesis 
and muscle insulin resistance. Bypassing the jejunum is 
beneficial in terms of insulin- mediated glucose disposal 
in obesity.

Trial registration number NCT03111953.

INTRODUCTION
Metabolic surgery (MS) is an effective treatment 
for type 2 diabetes (T2D) that induces diabetes 

Significance of this study

What is already known on this subject?
 ► Metabolic surgery (MS) is an effective 
treatment for type 2 diabetes (T2D) that 
induces diabetes remission and improves 
glycaemic control both in the short term and in 
the long term.

 ► Interestingly, a greater improvement of 
insulin resistance has been reported for 
those metabolic procedures that bypass large 
portions of the jejunum.

 ► In spite of a huge effort aiming at elucidating 
the mechanisms of action of MS on insulin 
sensitivity and T2D, a consensus has not been 
reached yet.

What are the new findings?
 ► We show that participants exhibited increased 
whole- body insulin sensitivity and Glucose 
Disposition Index early after biliopancreatic 
diversion (BPD).

 ► Using stable isotopes in pigs, we found that 
insulin sensitivity deteriorated when glucose 
was administered in the jejunal loop as 
compared with the intragastric administration.

 ► Metabolomics showed a similar metabolic 
pattern in the obesity state and during jejunal- 
loop glucose stimulation, pointing to an 
increased gluconeogenesis rate.

 ► In vitro studies demonstrated greater levels of 
rate- limiting enzymes for gluconeogenesis in 
primary cultures of hepatocytes and impaired 
insulin signalling in myoblasts when incubated 
with plasma from porcine jejunal loop or 
human obesity state as compared with plasma 
from jejunectomy in pigs or jejunal bypass in 
humans.

 ► The jejunum plays a crucial role in controlling 
insulin sensitivity in both animals and humans.
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remission or, at least, significantly improves glycaemic control 
both in the short term1–3 and in the long term.4–7 Insulin resis-
tance, which is the major driver of T2D, manifesting long before 
β-cell failure develops,8 is normalised shortly after MS when 
body weight is not significantly reduced.9 10

In spite of a huge effort aiming at elucidating the mechanisms 
of action of MS on insulin sensitivity and T2D, a consensus has 
not been reached yet.11–17

Hyperplasia of the alimentary limb has been described in 
rodents undergoing Roux- en- Y gastric bypass (RYGB).18 More 
recently, reprogramming of intestinal glucose metabolism 
toward an increased glucose consumption was observed in the 
alimentary Roux limb of both rats and humans.19 No data are, 
however, available at this regard on the alimentary limb features 
in biliopancreatic diversion (BPD), that is, whether it can work 
as a postprandial glucose sink similarly to what happens after 
RYGB or not.

Interestingly, the longer the portion of the jejunum bypassed 
during MS, the larger is the improvement of insulin sensitivity.15 
In corpulent and diabetic Goto- Kakizaki rats or high- fat diet fed 
rats, duodenal–jejunal bypass or jejunectomy improve insulin 
sensitivity20 without changes in incretin circulating levels.21 
In humans, surgical procedures that exclude shorter or longer 
portions of the upper gastrointestinal tract, like BPD or RYGB, 
fully normalise or improve insulin sensitivity few days after the 
operation and show greater T2D remission when compared 
with restrictive procedures.22 Moreover, T2D remission rates 
are greater after BPD than after RYGB.2–4 Similar to the early 
effects of BPD and RYGB surgery, severe caloric restriction in 
individuals affected by obesity leads also to a rapid improvement 
of glucose control.23

We recently showed that even when subjects with obesity 
display the same weight reduction, specifically 20% of their 
baseline weight, whole- body insulin sensitivity is improved 
more after BPD than after RYGB using either a mixed meal 
with glucose stable isotopes or a euglycaemic hyperinsulinaemic 
clamp.15

Given that the major difference between RYGB and BPD 
derives from the bypass of the jejunum in the latter, it is conceiv-
able that the jejunum secretes factors responsible for insulin resis-
tance onset. Accordingly, an acute infusion of nutrients directly 
into the distal jejunum significantly improves insulin sensitivity 
in subjects with normal glucose tolerance or with T2D.24

Hence, we postulated that the jejunum takes a crucial role in 
the development of insulin resistance and, therefore, we assessed 
the role of jejunum in insulin resistance both in humans and in 
experimental animals.

In humans, we studied glucose kinetics and insulin secretion 
before and at 1 week after RYGB or BPD in subjects with obesity 

and insulin resistance. While in RYGB only the duodenum is 
bypassed, in BPD, the duodenum and the entire jejunum are 
excluded from food transit.

In pigs, we excluded the jejunum from the intestinal continuity 
and attached its proximal and distal ends to the skin, while the 
remaining bowel was reconnected with an end- to- end anasto-
mosis. In this way, it was possible to obtain a jejunal loop with its 
vascular and nerve supply intact, the so- called Thiry- Vella loop 
(TRVL), which could be infused selectively with U13C- glucose, 
while 6,62H2- glucose was infused intravenously to assess the 
modification of insulin sensitivity. In vitro studies investigated 
the role of circulating factors in hepatic gluconeogenesis and 
muscle insulin signalling.

METHODS
Human studies
Subjects
Sample size was calculated in a previous study in which we 
measured insulin sensitivity at 20% wt reduction.15

Twenty- four subjects with obesity and insulin resistance but 
normal glucose tolerance were studied with an oral glucose 
tolerance test (OGTT) before and at 1 week after BPD (n=12) 
or RYGB (n=12).

Inclusion and exclusion criteria have been previously 
reported.15

Metabolic surgery
BPD (online supplementary figure 1) and RYGB (online supple-
mentary figure 2) procedures have been previously described.15

Oral glucose tolerance test
Participants were admitted to the ward in the afternoon of the 
day preceding the OGTT. At 18:00, they received a standard 
meal (12 kcal/kg lean body mass) consumed by 19:00. After this 
meal, participants fasted, except for water, until completion of 
the study the following day. At 07:00, a catheter was inserted 
into an antecubital vein of one arm to obtain blood samples at 
15, 30, 45, 60, 80, 100, 120, 140, 160, 180, 200, 220, 240, 260, 
280, 300, 320, 340 and 360 min to measure glucose, insulin and 
C- peptide.

For glucagon- like peptide 1 (GLP-1) analyses, blood samples 
(5 mL) were drown in EDTA and aprotinin (400 kallikrein 
inhibitor units/mL blood; Bayer, Leverkusen, DE) tubes every 
20–360 min and kept on ice to avoid hormone degradation.

Animal studies
Pig operation
Experimental procedures were performed at the Animal House 
of the Catholic University in Rome, Italy, after approval from 
the ethical committee for animal studies. Four healthy adult pigs 
weighing 52±8 kg (Landrace Breeding) were used for the study. 
All surgical procedures were performed under general anaes-
thesia after an overnight fast.

The TRVL (online supplementary figure 3) was performed by 
isolating 1 m of jejunum with its vascular and nerve supply intact 
and exteriorising the two open ends by means of two cutaneous 
stomas. The TRVL was exteriorised on ventral portion where 
the muscle layer is thinner in order to prevent intestinal isch-
aemia. The end of the duodenum was sutured in an end- to- end 
fashion to the proximal end of the transectum ileum.

Measurement of glucose disposal
One week after jejunectomy and TRVL were performed, the 
animals were randomly studied in two different sessions: glucose 

Significance of this study

How might it impact on clinical practice in the foreseeable 
future?

 ► In clinical practice, BPD may be superior to Roux- en- Y 
gastric bypass with respect to improving glycaemic control 
in patients with marginal endocrine pancreatic function at 
baseline as it is not reliant on boosting insulin secretion. Our 
results lay the foundation for the discovery of gut molecular 
mechanisms implicated in the pathophysiology of insulin 
resistance and, thus, to new possible drugs for the treatment 
of T2D mimicking the effects of bariatric/MS.
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was administered by gastric gavage or though the TRVL. The 
other study was performed at a distance of 24 hours.

At 0800 hours, [6,6-2H2]glucose was infused (priming dose: 
22 μmol/kg prime; infusion rate: 0.22 μmol/kg/min) to deter-
mine endogenous glucose kinetics. After 2 hours of isotope 
infusion (basal period), 75 g glucose dissolved in saline solu-
tion was injected over 5 min in the stomach via a gastric cath-
eter positioned endoscopically under anaesthesia or through the 
TRVL. The intragastric glucose load was enriched with 0.9 g of 
[U13C]-glucose tracer. Blood glucose and insulin were measured 
basally, at 5 min and thereafter every 10–180 min.

For GLP-1 analyses, blood samples (5 mL) were drawn at 
0, 30, 60, 90, 120, 150 and 180 min in EDTA and aprotinin 
(400 kallikrein inhibitor units/mL blood; Bayer, Leverkusen, 
Germany) tubes kept on ice to avoid hormone degradation.

Assays in humans and pigs as well as in vitro study details are 
reported in the online supplementary material.

Mathematical models
Whole- body insulin sensitivity after the OGTTs in humans, or 
after intragastric or intra- TRVL glucose administration in pigs, 
was computed using the equations of the oral glucose minimal 
model25:
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where G(t) and I(t) are, respectively, the glucose and insulin 
concentrations in plasma, with Gb and Ib as their baseline values, 
and Z(t) is a variable accounting for the delay in insulin action. 
The profile of the rate of appearance of orally ingested glucose 
(Ra) was obtained from the stable isotopes analysis. Glucose 
effectiveness (SG), insulin sensitivity (SI), rate constant of insulin 
action (p) and glucose distribution volume (VG) were computed 
by means of Eqs. (1) and (2) using glucose and insulin concen-
tration data.

The profile of the insulin secretion rate (ISR) and the indexes 
of β-cell sensitivity to glucose (the dynamic β-cell glucose sensi-
tivity, Φd, the static sensitivity, Φs, plus the total sensitivity (Φ) 

were computed by the C- peptide minimal model as proposed by 
Breda et al.26

The parameters of the glucose and C- peptide minimal models 
were estimated by minimisation of a weighted least- squares 
index using a constrained Levenberg- Marquardt minimisation 
routine of the MATLAB library. The SEs of the estimates of indi-
vidual parameters were evaluated by the linearisation method, 
and the coefficients of variation were found to be <20%.

Calculations
The areas under the curves (AUCs) during the OGTT were calcu-
lated using the trapezoidal rule. The incremental ISR AUC was 
computed by subtracting the basal value. Insulin clearance was 
calculated as ICR=(ISRAUC/insulinAUC)−(V×[(insulinend time−insu-
linstart time)/insulinAUC]), where V is the insulin volume of distri-
bution assumed to be 0.14 L/kg.27 In pigs, insulin clearance was 
calculated as the ratio of C- peptide AUC to insulin AUC.

Statistical analysis
We used non- parametric tests because of the relatively small 
number of subjects and because many variables were not 
normally distributed. To compare outcomes between RYGB and 
BPD groups, we used the Mann- Whitney U test.

The Wilcoxon signed- rank test was used to detect differences 
between variables before and after interventions within the same 
groups and was Bonferroni corrected for multiple comparisons. 
Repeated- measures analysis of variance was used to compare 
plasma levels of GLP-1 before and after interventions. Data are 
expressed as the mean±SEM unless otherwise specified. Statis-
tical significance was set at p<0.05 (two- tailed).

Stochastic optimisation of the Glucose Disposition Index 
curve fitting was obtained by the Monte Carlo method.

We performed metabolomic statistical analysis using Metabo-
Analyst web tool ( www. metaboanalyst. ca). We checked for data 
integrity and missing value using Singular Value Decomposition 
(SVDIMPUTE) algorithm. Data were log transformed and scaled 
using mean centring algorithm.

Principal component analysis (PCA) model with permutation 
testing algorithm was used to visualise and compare metabolite 
profiles and to detect metabolic variation between and among 

Table 1 Insulin sensitivity and insulin secretion, measured by the oral glucose minimal model, and insulin clearance before and at 1 week after 
metabolic surgery

BPD RYGB

Before After 1 week P value Before After 1 week P value

SG·102 (per min) 1.95±0.25 2.88±0.22†‡§¶   0.030 1.76±0.34 3.00±0.31   NS

SI·104 (/pM/min) 0.54±0.12 0.82±0.11   0.024 0.41±0.09 0.65±0.09   NS

p·102 (per min) 0.44±0.15 0.22±0.08   NS 0.43±0.10 0.14±0.01 0.015

Volume (litre) 26.67±4.58 25.46±3.90   0.001 24.79±3.32 24.41±3.22   0.012

HOMA- IR 5.29±0.71 1.61±0.40   0.0002 5.91±0.43 2.46±0.39   0.001

ΦS·109 (per min) 44.69±5.83 38.03±4.67   NS 45.38±3.51 38.65±5.22   NS

ΦD·109 530.0±204.2 412.5±146.6 NS 1108.6±221.03 1223.4±247.7 NS

Φ·109(per min) 52.83±5.64 58.18±11.38   NS 67.48±7.41 60.55±5.76   NS

ISRAUC (nmol) 99.18±11.71 70.86±10.40   0.021 74.98±6.00 111.43±20.24   0.011

Insulin clearance
(L/min)

0.71±0.07 1.73±0.29   0.002 0.60±0.05 1.45±0.17   0.001

Data are expressed as mean±SEM.
Volume indicates glucose volume of distribution.
Φ, total β-cell glucose sensitivity; BPD, biliopancreatic diversion; Φ D, dynamic β-cell glucose sensitivity; HOMA- IR, homeostatic model assessment of insulin resistance; ISRAUC, 
incremental area under the curve of the insulin secretion rate over basal; NS, not significant; p, minimal model parameter; RYGB, Roux- en- Y gastric bypass; Φs, static β-cell 
glucose sensitivity; SG, glucose effectiveness; SI, insulin sensitivity; Volume, glucose volume of distribution.
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groups. To determine the number of factors to extract, a scree 
plot (online supplementary figures 4 and 5) was used. The 
univariate statistical analysis was used to perform the intergroup 
comparisons.

The heat map was used as a graphical representation of metab-
olomic average values per experimental categories, including 
only metabolites for which the procedure interaction from the 
mixed- effect analyses was significant.

Changes in metabolite levels were calculated as the log2 fold 
change (FC) ratio and graphically depicted by box plots.

The Kruskal- Wallis test was used for between- group compar-
isons, while the Wilcoxon test was used to detect within- group 
differences.

To identify the metabolic pathways involved, the validated 
metabolites were annotated with Human Metabolome Database 
(http://www. hmdb. ca/).

RESULTS
Improvement of insulin sensitivity after MS in humans
To test the early effects of the jejunal bypass action on the 
improvement of insulin resistance, we studied 24 subjects 

undergoing RYGB (n=12) or BPD (n=12) at baseline and at 
1 week after surgery.

The subjects were matched by age (43.9±2.3 and 40.7±3.1 
years in BPD and RYGB groups, respectively; p=0.120), by 
basal plasma glucose (5.63±0.13 vs 5.46±0.11 mmol/L in BPD 
vs RYGB; p=0.820) and insulin (172.2±27.6 vs 159.6±16.8 
vs pmol/L in BPD vs RYGB; p=0.140).

In the BPD group, baseline weight was 163.1±7.8 kg and 
161.2±7.5 kg at 1 week after surgery (p=0.001); in the RYGB 
group, baseline weight was 148.3±6.3 kg and 145.9±5.9 kg at 
1 week after surgery (p=0.003). The weight reduction was similar 
in the two groups (−1.1±0.8% after BPD and −1.5±1.2% after 
RYGB, p=0.349).

In subjects who underwent BPD and, thus, had the jejunal 
bypass, whole- body insulin sensitivity (SI) was almost doubled at 
1 week after surgery (table 1). Instead, insulin sensitivity tended 
to improve without reaching statistical significance after RYGB 
(table 1).

Total insulin secretion (ISRAUC) was significantly increased only 
after RYGB (table 1).

Figure 1 Glucose, insulin and C- peptide time courses before and after surgery. (A–C) Glucose, ISR and C- peptide time courses before and at 
1 week after BPD (upper panels) or RYGB (lower panels), respectively. Closed circles and rhombi represent experimental data, while open symbols are 
estimated values. Continuous lines represent optimal fitting of data by oral glucose (A) and C- peptide (C) minimal models. (D) Glucose Disposition 
Index values together with the fitting curves before surgery and at 1 week after either BPD (upper panel) or RYGB (lower panel). Total β-cell glucose 
sensitivity (Φ) values are reported on the y- axes, while whole- body insulin sensitivity (SI) values are reported on the x- axes. Significance (p<0.05) 
between curves was assessed by repeated- measures analysis of variance and reported as follows: plasma glucose before versus after BPD: 0, 30, 45, 
60, 80, 100, 120, 140, 160, 340 and 360 min; plasma glucose before versus after RYGB: 0, 15, 30,45,60, 80, 140, 160, 180, 200, 220 and 360 min; 
plasma C- peptide before versus after BPD: 0, 15, 30, 45, 60, 80, 100, 120, 140, 160, 180, 220, 240, 260, 280, 300, 320, 340 and 360 min; plasma C- 
peptide before versus after: RYGB: 0, 15, 30, 45, 60, 140, 160, 180, 200, 220, 240, 260, 280, 300, 320, 340 and 360 min. Colour legend: red before MS 
and blue after MS. BPD, biliopancreatic diversion; ISR, insulin secretion rate; MS, metabolic surgery; RYGB, Roux- en- Y gastric bypass.
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Figure 1A–C shows plasma glucose, ISR and plasma C- peptide 
time courses before and after surgery.

Figure 1D depicts the Glucose Disposition Index after BPD or 
RYGB; the hyperbolic curve was shifted upward in the subjects 
undergoing BPD as compared with the curve of the subjects who 

underwent RYGB (p<0.01). This finding shows that the incre-
mental insulin secretion is reduced after BPD (99.18±11.71 
vs 70.86±10.40 nmol, p=0.021) because of the improvement 
of whole- body insulin sensitivity and β-cell glucose sensi-
tivity, whereas it is increased after RYGB (74.98±6.00 vs 
111.43±20.24 nmol, p=0.011),

Hepatic insulin sensitivity improved in both groups as shown 
by the significant reduction of hepatic insulin resistance and the 
significant increase of insulin clearance.

Homeostatic model assessment of insulin resistance, which is 
a measure of hepatic insulin resistance,28 improved significantly 
after both BPD (p=0.0002) and RYGB (p=0.001).

Insulin is cleared mainly by the liver, and its clearance is 
impaired in hepatic insulin resistance.29

Accordingly, insulin clearance (table 1) was increased from 
baseline in both groups (p=0.002 for BPD and p=0.001 for 
RYGB).

Glucose injection in the TRVL impairs insulin sensitivity in 
pigs
To assess the role of the jejunum in the development of insulin 
resistance, insulin sensitivity and glucose kinetic were evaluated 
following intragastric glucose administration as well as during 
glucose injection in the TRVL.

When glucose was injected in the stomach following jejunec-
tomy, insulin sensitivity was significantly higher in comparison 
with the glucose administration in the TRVL (3.25±0.50 vs 
1.10±0.32/pM/min, p=0.0062) (table 2).

Table 2 Upper part: minimal model analysis of glucose, insulin and 
C- peptide time courses following glucose administration via gastric 
gavage after jejunectomy or in the TRVL. Lower part: stable isotope 
labelled glucose kinetics.

  
TRVL glucose 
administration

Gastric glucose 
administration P value

Glucose minimal model

SG∙102 (per min) 2.22±0.83 2.94±0.81 NS

p∙102 (per min) 0.16±0.03 0.14±0.02 NS

Volume (litre) 5.26±0.44 5.25±0.44 NS

SI∙104 (/pM/min) 1.10±0.32 3.25±0.50 0.0062

Stable isotope- labelled glucose kinetics

EGP AUC∙insulin AUC∙104

(mmol·pM·min) 4.42±0.91 2.57±0.54 0.028

Rd AUC/insulin AUC∙10
(mmol/pM/min)

1.82±0.31 2.96±0.33 0.0017

Insulin clearance
C- peptide AUC/insulin AUC/102

2.13±0.50 3.52±0.43 NS

C- peptide AUC∙104

(nM·min)
1.03±0.27 1.56±0.35 NS

Data are expressed as mean±SEM.
AUC, area under the curve; EGP, endogenous glucose production; NS, not significant; 
Rd, rate of glucose disappearance; TRVL, Thiry- Vella loop.

Figure 2 Time courses of the EGP, Ra and Rd. (A–C) EGP, Ra and Rd measured in pigs after glucose administration in the TRVL (left panels) or gastric 
glucose administration following jejunectomy (right panels). Significance (p<0.05) between curves was assessed by repeated- measures analysis 
of variance and reported as follows. EGP TRVL glucose administration versus gastric glucose administration: 5, 40, 160, 170 and 180 min. Rate of 
glucose appearance (Ra) TRVL glucose administration versus gastric glucose administration: 170 min. Rate of glucose disappearance (Rd) TRVL glucose 
administration versus gastric glucose administration: 150, 160, 170 and 180 min. EGP, endogenous glucose production; Ra, rate of appearance of 
exogenous glucose; Rd, rate of disappearance of exogenous glucose; TRVL, Thiry- Vella loop.
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The time courses of the endogenous glucose production 
(EGP), the glucose rate of appearance (Ra) and the glucose rate of 
disappearance (Rd) are reported in figure 2A–C in the two exper-
imental conditions (gastric glucose administration vs TRVL). Ra 
was not significantly different in the two sets of experiments.

Gastric glucose administration following jejunectomy was 
associated with a significantly (p=0.0017) higher insulin- 
mediated glucose disappearance rate compared with glucose 
administration in the TRVL (table 2). Meanwhile, EGP per unit 
of circulating insulin was significantly higher (p=0.028) when 
glucose was administered through the TRVL in comparison with 
gastric administration (table 2).

The insulin clearance rate was higher after gastric glucose 
administration as compared with the TRVL glucose administra-
tion, without reaching a statistical significance (table 2).

Overall, these data show that whole- body insulin- mediated 
glucose disposal as well as hepatic insulin sensitivity were 
impaired when glucose was administered in the jejunal TRVL.

GLP-1 time course in humans and pigs
In humans, GLP-1 increased after both types of surgery in 
response to the oral glucose challenge, but subjects after RYGB 
showed a higher plasma concentration than subjects after BPD 
(figure 3A).

The AUC of active GLP-1 was 1037±37.01 before BPD and 
1555±54.26 (pmol/L)·min after BPD (p<0.0001). The GLP-1 

AUC was 1064±51.93 before vs 2034±56.25 (pmol/L)·min 
after RYGB (p<0.0001) (figure 3B).

GLP-1 circulating levels (figure 3C) were significantly higher 
when glucose was administered in the stomach as compared with 
the TRVL glucose load. In fact, it is acknowledged that in pigs, 
GLP-1 is produced in the distal ileum, cecum and proximal and 
distal colon.30

The AUC of active GLP-1 was 719.4±24.61 in the TRVL 
experiments and 933.8±23.26 (pmol/L)·min after gastric glucose 
administration (p<0.0001) (figure 3D).

No significant correlations between GLP-1 AUC and measures 
of insulin sensitivity were found, suggesting that GLP-1 does not 
cover a major role in insulin sensitivity.

Humans and pigs show similar metabolic signatures 
jeopardising insulin sensitivity
To gain further insight into the mechanisms responsible for the 
improvement of insulin sensitivity after jejunal exclusion, untar-
geted metabolomics analysis was performed.

We identified 259 metabolites in humans and 264 metabolites 
in pigs.

In humans, 23.9% of metabolites changed significantly after 
BPD.

Figure 4A shows that the first two components of the PCA 
explain 63.7% of the variance of those metabolites that signifi-
cantly changed after MS.

Figure 3 Time courses of active GLP-1. (A) Time courses of active GLP-1 during an oral glucose load before and at 1 week after BPD or RYGB. (B) 
AUCs of active GLP-1 in humans. (C) Time courses of active GLP-1 concentration measured in pig plasma during glucose administration in the TRVL or 
via gastric gavage following jejunectomy. (D) AUCs of active GLP-1 in pigs. Significance (p<0.05) between curves was assessed by repeated- measures 
analysis of variance and reported as follows: before versus after BPD: 30, 45 and 60 min; before versus after RYGB: 15, 30, 45 and 60 min; TRVL 
glucose administration versus gastric glucose administration: 0, 30, 60, 90, 120, 150 and 180 min. ***P<0.0001. AUC, area under the curve; BPD, 
biliopancreatic diversion; GLP-1, glucagon- like peptide 1; RYGB, Roux- en- Y gastric bypass; TRVL, Thiry- Vella loop.
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The heat maps comparing the levels of metabolites before and 
after BPD or RYGB (figure 4B) reveal that many metabolites, 
such as bile acids, proline and 5- oxoproline, increased after MS, 
particularly in the BPD group. In contrast, other metabolites, 
like gluconeogenetic substrates (succinic acid, lactic acid and 
glutamic acid) as well as branched- chain amino acid (BCAA), 
decreased. Log- transformed mean FC of the relative abundance 
of BCAAs and gluconeogenetic metabolites after the OGTT in 
subjects who have undergone RYGB or BPD are depicted as box 
plots in figure 4C. As expected, these metabolites decreased 
during the glucose load; however, the decrements were signifi-
cantly higher after BPD than after RYGB.

In pigs, metabolites significantly different between TRVL and 
gastric glucose administration were 24.6%.

Components 1 and 2 of the PCA explained 46.6% of the vari-
ance of metabolites significantly differing between TRVL and 
gastric glucose administration (figure 5A).

Similar to humans, in the porcine heat map (figure 5B), gluco-
neogenetic precursors and BCAAs were all higher in the TRVL 
than in the gastric glucose administration experimental condi-
tion, while bile acids and proline increased after gastric glucose 
administration.

These results show a similar metabolic pattern in both human 
obesity and during the stimulation of jejunal loop with glucose, 
indicating a higher expression of gluconeogenetic substrates and 

BCCAs, a metabolic signature in line with the impaired insulin 
sensitivity profile.

Plasma from subjects with obesity and from TRVL increases 
gluconeogenesis in hepatocytes
To gain further insight into the possible effect of increased 
plasma gluconeogenetic substrates in obesity and in the jejunal 
loop experimental condition, we assessed key rate- limiting 
enzymes of gluconeogenesis in primary hepatocyte cultures incu-
bated with insulin and plasma from humans or pigs.

Compared with plasma from subjects undergoing BPD, plasma 
of subjects before surgery significantly enhanced PEPCK-1 
and G6Pase expression (table 3); no significant changes were 
observed using plasma of patients undergoing RYGB (table 3) 
(online supplementary figure 6A,C).

Similar to what observed in human obesity, plasma taken 
during TRVL experiments increased PEPCK-1 and G6Pase 
expression when compared with plasma obtained after gastric 
glucose administration (table 3) (online supplementary figure 
6B,D).

These data confirm that a rise in the circulating levels of gluco-
neogenetic substrates, as observed before MS or in the TRVL 
experimental condition, promotes liver gluconeogenesis.

Figure 4 Human metabolomic analysis. (A) PCA of the metabolites before and at 1 week after BPD or RYGB. The explained variances are shown in 
brackets. (B) Heat map of metabolites before and 1 week after BPD or RYGB. (C) Box plots of median fold change values of the relative abundance 
of BCAAs and gluconeogenetic metabolites after the OGTT in subjects who have undergone RYGB or BPD. * p<0.05; **P<0.01; ***P>0.001. BCAA, 
branched- chain amino acid; BPD, biliopancreatic diversion; CA: cholic acid; DCA: deoxycholic acid; GCDCA: glycochenodeoxycholic acid; GDCA: 
glycodeoxycholic acid; GLCA: glycolithocholic acid; GUDCA: Glycoursodeoxycholic acid; OGTT, oral glucose tolerance test; PCA, principal component 
analysis; RYGB, Roux- en- Y gastric bypass; TCA, tricarboxylic acid cycle; TCDCA: taurochenodeoxycholic acid; TDCA: taurodeoxycholic acid
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Plasma from subjects with obesity and from TRVL inhibits Akt 
phosphorylation and glucose uptake in myoblasts
To investigate the possible effect of altered plasma metabolic 
profile on insulin signalling, we used insulin and plasma, 
obtained from humans or pigs, to stimulate primary myoblast 
cultures.

Akt Ser473 phosphorylation was significantly increased when 
myoblasts were stimulated with plasma of subjects undergoing 

BPD as compared with presurgical condition (figure 6A), while 
plasma from subjects who underwent RYGB failed to stimulate 
Akt phosphorylation (table 3).

A similar increase in Akt Ser473 phosphorylation 
(figure 6B) was observed when myoblasts were stimulated 
with plasma taken in pigs during the gastric glucose load 
after jejunectomy compared with plasma from TRVL exper-
iments (table 3).

Figure 5 Metabolomic analysis in pigs. (A) PCA explains 46.6% of the variance of metabolites that significantly differ between TRVL glucose 
administration versus gastric glucose administration and jejunectomy conditions. (B) Heat map of metabolites during glucose administration in 
TRVL or via gastric gavage after jejunectomy. GCA, glycocholicacid; GCDCA, glycochenodeoxycholicacid; PCA, principal component analysis; TCDCA, 
taurochenodeoxycholic acid; TRVL, Thiry- Vella loop.

Table 3 mRNA expression of gluconeogenesis rate- limiting enzymes (upper part) after in vitro stimulation of primary hepatocyte cultures with 
insulin and plasma from subjects before and after metabolic surgery (BPD or RYGB or plasma from pigs during glucose administration in the TRVL or 
during gastric glucose administration); protein expression of Akt phosphorylated on Ser473, GLUT4 and glucose uptake assays (lower part) after in 
vitro stimulation of primary myoblast cultures with insulin and plasma from humans or pigs (see previous specifications)

  
Plasma
before BPD

Plasma
after BPD P value

Plasma
before RYGB

Plasma
after RYGB P value

Plasma
TRVL glucose 
administration

Plasma
gastric glucose 
administration P value

Primary hepatocyte cultures

PEPCK1
(relative expression)

3.96±0.49 1.56±0.19 0.038 4.39±0.33 3.57±0.22 NS 4.97±0.67 2.26±0.32 0.002

G6Pase
(relative expression)

25.96±3.30 12.39±0.67 0.045 23.39±3.78 22.66±3.91 NS 23.35±2.30 8.27±0.90 0.006

Primary myoblast cultures

Akt Ser473/total Akt
(arbitrary units)

0.60±0.03 1.64±0.14 0.006 0.58±0.03 0.63±0.03 NS 1.32±0.22 2.65±0.20 0.016

GLUT4/βAct
(arbitrary units)

0.72±0.03 1.68±0.15 0.002 0.70±0.06 0.73±0.07 NS 0.83±0.08 2.27±0.33 0.016

2- DG6P
(pmol)

12.35±1.27 86.24±6.39 0.002 13.12±1.28 13.66±0.75 NS 9.88±0.91 71.18±5.48 0.001

Data are expressed as mean±SEM.
BPD, biliopancreatic diversion; 2- DG6P, 2- deoxyglucose-6- phosphate; GLUT4, glucose transporter 4; G6Pase, glucose 6- phosphatase; PEPCK1, phosphoenolpyruvate 
carboxykinase 1; RYGB, Roux- en- Y gastric bypass; TRVL, Thiry- Vella loop.
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One of the biological functions of Akt is its role on insulin- 
mediated GLUT4 translocation to plasma membrane of skeletal 
muscle cells.31 Therefore, we investigated GLUT4 expression and 
membrane distribution as well as glucose uptake in myoblasts 
incubated with insulin and plasma of subjects undergoing MS 
or pig plasma.

Both plasma from subjects undergoing BPD (table 3) and plasma 
from pigs during gastric glucose load (table 3) increased GLUT4 
expression (figure 6C,D) and glucose uptake (figure 6E,F). No 
significant difference was found after stimulation with plasma of 
RYGB participants.

These data support the role of jejunal exclusion in the greater 
improvement of whole- body insulin sensitivity observed after 
BPD.

DISCUSSION
Overall, our study shows that the jejunum plays a crucial role 
in controlling insulin sensitivity in both animals and humans 
through a distinctive metabolic signature involving increased 
gluconeogenetic metabolites.

To prove that the jejunum is central in the onset of insulin 
resistance, we performed jejunectomy in pigs and made a jejunal 
loop with intact nerve and vessel connections. We administered 
a glucose load in the stomach and infused glucose tracers 1 week 
after jejunectomy and, in a different day, the glucose load was 
injected in the jejunal- loop. Infusion of glucose in the jejunal- 
loop worsened insulin sensitivity as compared with intragastric 
administration following jejunectomy.

The plasma of subjects before MS obtained during OGTT as 
well as plasma taken during TRVL glucose stimulation increased 
gluconeogenesis in hepatocyte and impaired insulin signalling in 
myocytes in vitro.

While hepatic insulin sensitivity ameliorated after both types 
of surgical operations, peripheral insulin sensitivity, that is, the 
one involving muscle and adipose tissue, was increased early 
only after BPD, and insulin secretion was consensually reduced 
as a mechanism of compensation for the reduced degree of tissue 
insulin resistance. In contrast, the total ISR in response to the 
oral glucose challenge was increased at 1 week after RYGB.

An exaggerated release of GLP1 associated with insulin hyper-
secretion has been extensively observed32–34 after RYGB. The 

Figure 6 Insulin signalling and GLUT4 translocation in human primary myoblast. (A,B) Akt Ser473 phosphorylation was significantly increased after 
stimulation of primary myoblast cultures with plasma from subjects who underwent BPD (A) and during gastric glucose administration following 
jejunectomy in pigs (B). (C,D) GLUT4 expression in primary myoblast cultures was significantly increased after stimulation with plasma from subjects 
who underwent BPD (C) and during gastric glucose administration following jejunectomy in pigs (D). (E,F) Glucose uptake was significantly increased 
after stimulation of primary myoblast cultures with plasma from subjects who underwent BPD (E) and during gastric glucose administration following 
jejunectomy in pigs (F). *P<0.02; **P<0.006; ***P<0.0005. BPD, biliopancreatic diversion; 2- DG6P, 2- deoxyglucose-6- phosphate; GLUT4, glucose 
transporter 4; RYGB, Roux- en- Y gastric bypass; TRVL, Thiry- Vella loop.
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early phase of postprandial GLP-1 secretion seems to be medi-
ated by L cells populating the duodenum35 via the activation 
of sodium- glucose cotransporter 1, a sensor linking glucose to 
incretin release.36 Glucose triggers GLP1 secretion in propor-
tion to its luminal concentration; hence, GLP1 secretion is 
stimulated more in the duodenum were the levels of glucose 
are the highest; half of all duodenal L cells in humans are, in 
fact, activated acutely by intraduodenal glucose infusion.37 The 
gastric remnant in the classic Scopinaro’s BPD is 400–600 mL 
that, compared with the 30 mL gastric pouch in RYGB, means 
a 10–20 times larger gastric reservoir. This anatomical charac-
teristic can explain the slower glucose release in the proximal 
gut after BPD than after RYGB and the different effect on GLP1 
secretion.

The increased GLP-1 circulating levels after RYGB might also 
explain the improved hepatic insulin resistance and reduced 
gluconeogenesis reported in the literature. In fact, GLP-1 (9–36)
amide infusion induces 50% suppression of hepatic glucose 
production.38 However, it does not act directly on hepatocytes, 
but rather on the central nervous system that regulates hepatic 
glucose metabolism.36 In contrast, duodenal–jejunal bypass in 
rats is associated with a significant reduction of hepatic gluco-
neogenetic enzymes PEPCK1 and G6Pase,39 suggesting a direct 
effect of circulating factors on the liver.

Peripheral insulin sensitivity improves after RYGB in propor-
tion to weight loss40; accordingly, we did not find a significant 

improvement of whole- body insulin sensitivity at 1 week after 
surgery nor a direct effect of plasma from subjects operated of 
RYGB on myocytes to improve insulin signalling. In contrast, we 
observed a significant improvement of both hepatic and periph-
eral insulin sensitivity after BPD, as well as a direct action of 
human plasma on myocyte insulin signalling.

Our results are in agreement with the findings of Garrido- 
Sanchez et al,41 who compared the effects of Scopinaro’s BPD 
with SG showing a significant improvement of insulin sensitivity 
already at 15 days after BPD.

Further supporting our hypothesis, we found that the admin-
istration of glucose in the TRVL impaired insulin sensitivity 
without any correlation with GLP-1 levels.

Metabolomics analysis reveals a similar pattern of expres-
sion of several metabolites in both humans and pigs. Indeed, 
bile acids and proline increased particularly after BPD and in 
the jejunectomy experimental condition, whereas other metab-
olites, like gluconeogenetic substrates (succinic acid, lactic acid, 
glutamic acid and alanine) as well as BCAAs, decreased (figure 7) 
more after BPD than after RYGB.

Several studies report an increase in circulating levels of BCAAs 
in subjects with obesity and insulin resistance.42–44 Accordingly, 
4 weeks of dietary reduction of BCAAs in subjects affected by 
T2D decrease insulin secretion and increase postprandial insulin 
sensitivity.45

Figure 7 Metabolic pathways related to the metabolites identified in human and pig plasma. The figure shows plasma metabolites that were higher 
when glucose was administered before BPD as well as in the Thiry- Vella loop as compared with post- BPD or gastric glucose administration following 
jejunectomy conditions. Some of these metabolites are gluconeogenetic precursors (in orange) promoting liver gluconeogenesis through increased 
expression of PEPCK1 and G6Pase. The gluconeogenesis pathway and the TCA are schematically represented. Plasma factor/s impair Akt Ser473 
phosphorylation in the muscle and thus reduce the translocation of GLUT4 storage vesicles and glucose uptake. BPD, biliopancreatic diversion; TCA, 
tricarboxylic acid cycle.
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In vitro and in vivo studies demonstrated that BCAAs activate 
the mammalian target of rapamycin/ribosomal protein S6 kinase 
β-1 kinase pathway and, consequently, the phosphorylation of 
insulin receptor- substrate-1, leading to insulin resistance.46 47 In 
addition, a higher BCAA catabolic flux induces glucose intoler-
ance by increasing gluconeogenesis through the transamination 
of glutamate to alanine, a major gluconeogenetic precursor.48

In our study, BCAAs, alanine and glutamic acids were elevated 
before MS and after jejunal loop stimulation, further supporting 
the idea that jejunal stimulation contribute to insulin resistance 
by increasing the gluconeogenesis rate. In fact, an important 
factor controlling gluconeogenesis is the substrate availability. 
In primary mouse hepatocytes, glycerol induces expression of 
G6Pase, the key terminal enzyme in gluconeogenesis.49

After MS and in the jejunectomy experimental model, we 
observed a reduction of gluconeogenetic substrates and an 
increase of proline and 5- oxoproline. Increased levels of proline 
and 5- oxoproline indicate an increased catabolism of glutamic 
acid. In fact, proline derives from the catabolism of glutamine 
formed, in turn, from the hydrolysis of glutamic acid via the 
action of glutaminase, while 5- oxoproline is a cyclised derivative 
of glutamic acid.50

The increase of circulating gluconeogenetic substrates in TRVL 
model was associated with the observed higher EGP per unit 
of insulin. The liver is the major contributor to the production 
of endogenous glucose that is achieved by glycogen breakdown 
as well as by de novo glucose synthesis from available precur-
sors. Increased rates of EGP, as observed in patients with T2D, 
contribute to hyperglycaemia and worsened glycaemic control.

The mechanism of action of the jejunum in hepatic and periph-
eral insulin resistance was confirmed by our in vitro studies. We 
found that plasma obtained during glucose stimulation of the 
jejunum in pigs and during OGTT preceding surgery increased 
PEPCK1 as well as G6Pase mRNA expression in primary hepato-
cyte cultures. This suggests that the plasma contained substance/s 
counteracting the action of insulin and stimulating PEPCK1 and 
G6Pase, the rate- limiting enzymes for gluconeogenesis.

Glutamine, lactate and tricarboxylic acid cycle intermedi-
ates are glucose precursors in the gluconeogenesis pathway. 
PEPCK1 decarboxylates and phosphorylates oxaloacetate to 
form phosphoenolpyruvate, while G6Pase catalyses the hydro-
lysis of glucose-6- phosphate to glucose (figure 7). Therefore, 
these enzymes facilitate cataplerosis to generate glucose in the 
TRVL and in obesity in humans. Instead, jejunectomy in pigs and 
jejunal bypass in humans act inversely, amplifying the antigluco-
neogenetic action of insulin.

The plasma collected during the glucose stimulation of 
jejunum in pigs and during the OGTT before surgery inhibited 
glucose uptake and GLUT4 expression in myoblasts. The oppo-
site happened with plasma drawn during intragastric glucose 
challenge in pigs after jejunectomy and in humans after jejunal 
bypass.

Our results suggest that the jejunum produces factor/s 
counteracting the action of insulin. Recently, we have shown 
that the degree of insulin sensitivity depends on the route of 
glucose administration51: oral glucose administration leading to 
increased insulin secretion and compensatory insulin resistance as 
compared with the intravenous route of glucose administration.

We acknowledge some limitations of our study. The differ-
ence between the deproteinated plasma used for metabolomics 
and the unadulterated plasma used in cell culture studies means 
that there may be other factors, including proteins/peptides in 
the plasma that are not accounted for but could be of poten-
tial importance. In this respect, the metabolomic profile may 

have some upstream regulators which could be the protagonists 
in the in vitro effect and that elude identification in this study. 
In conclusion, we show that the jejunum plays a major role in 
inducing insulin resistance and that its bypass ameliorates insulin 
sensitivity. In clinical practice, BPD may be superior to RYGB 
with respect to improving glycaemic control in patients with 
marginal endocrine pancreatic function at baseline as it is not 
reliant on boosting insulin secretion. Our results lay the founda-
tion for the discovery of gut molecular mechanisms implicated 
in the pathophysiology of insulin resistance and, thus, to new 
possible drugs for the treatment of type 2 diabetes mimicking 
the effects of MS.
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